
 

HOW TO SET-UP A YOUTUBE CHANNEL  
Video marketing is not where the internet is going. It is, in fact, where the internet is at 
RIGHT NOW! 74% of content consumed on the internet is video. By 2021 the prediction is that 
this percentage will rise to 82%. The message to businesses who have not yet incorporated 
video into your marketing strategy is “What are you waiting for?” It is time!  



And one of the very first steps this marketer suggests, after you have created video – is what 
we are going to give the details about here – namely, how to set up your own “media channel” 
on YouTube. 

These instructions are critical to the development of a real estate agent’s video marketing 
strategy. We are going to go through the step by step process of “How To Set-Up Your Own 
YouTube Channel.” This information is to help those who are beginning their journey of using 
video in their marketing. And YouTube is a very important one for several reasons: 

1. YouTube is a tool that is much too large and powerful for your marketing to be passed 
over: 

a. YouTube is the second largest search engine and the third most visited site on 
the internet behind Google and Facebook. 

b. 400 hours of video are uploaded every minute on YouTube!! 

c. As consumers of the internet, we watch over one billion hours of YouTube video 
EVERY DAY! That is more than the video viewing being watched on Facebook 
and Netflix combined. 

2. Video files are extremely large files. The video of this same name that I created is 
over 40GB!! So they are difficult, if not impossible to send as an email attachment.  
Whereas, after you have uploaded a video on YouTube a link to the video is created 
and is now shareable through email and the link takes up very little space in an email. 
(Here is a link that shows how you can create a video thumbnail within both Outlook 
email and Gmail then “embed” your YouTube link in it to share a message to an 
individual recipient or make a video link part of your email signature)  

3. What you will learn from this article will cost you an investment of time, effort, and 
creativity – but not one bit of money! It costs nothing to create a YouTube Channel. 
And if you are good enough at it and allow YouTube to put ads on your channel – there 
is some little bit of money in it. The largest YouTube earner of 2017 was Dan TDM a 
27year-old from the UK, whose YouTube channel is full of videos of him playing 
Minecraft and other popular video games. Dan earned $16 Million in 2017 from ads on 
his YouTube channel!! 

Let’s dive right in: 

1. Login into your Google Account. If you don’t have Gmail yet, then I suggest you create 
one. There is way too many tools that are available in Google to not take advantage 
them.  If you didn’t know, YouTube is one of these many tools. Google has owned 
YouTube since 2006. 

2. The space at the top left with the nine little squares is the first step to discovering 
these amazing Google Tools! This little icon is your own personal entry point into your 
Google account. Take some time at some point to learn about the tools that are available 
in this space. You will be amazed at what you learn and what is available. 

3. So, we are going to select YouTube as the Google site we will go to right now. 

4. The circular icon in the upper-right hand corner opens the menu for tools to your 
YouTube account. It will have either your picture if you set it up that way, or it will 
have the first letter of your name. 



5. Click the icon and it will open another menu.  From here, scroll down to “My 
Channel”. 

6. Then click the button “Customize Channel”. You will notice that there are several 
things you can customize – starting with the images that you can use to Brand your 
YouTube Channel. These are: 

a. The Profile image (the small circular one). As a Real Estate Professional, my 
suggestion is to brand this with your best headshot. 

b. You can also brand this space with a cover image. That is the large rectangular 
space. We are not going to discuss what or how to do this now. But suffice it to 
say, this large image can be a valuable piece of marketing real estate. 

7. Note at the top right corner of the screen is a small gray video camera icon with a plus 
sign in it. This is what you click when you are ready to upload a video.  

8. Videos come in several file formats (the extension at the end of the file name 
indicating the kind of file that it is). If you use an Apple phone to create your video 
the file extension will be .mov. If you used an Android phone it will likely be a .mp4 
extension. Either way, one thing you will find out is that this file is very large (a file 
that is only one minute long could be between 4 and 10 GB! That is a huge file).  

9. This brings up one of the many reasons why you would want to create a YouTube 
channel – it would allow you to send someone a link (which takes up very little space) 
through an email vs. trying to send a video file (.mov or .mp4) which could cause your 
email system to have a conniption fit!! And it wouldn’t send it!! 

10. So now it is time to upload your video. An option before you select the file to upload is 
the Visibility setting for this video. “Public” means the whole world can see it. And for 
most of the videos you produce to enhance your brand, prove your expertise and 
mettle as a real estate professional, and grow your audience “Public” is exactly who 
you want your audience to be. “Unlisted” means the only people who see it will have 
the link that you provided them. An Unlisted video will not appear on your channel. 
Only you will have access to it.  So, if you are creating a video that is a message meant 
only for one client or prospect, this is the one you would choose, because you can 
selectively determine who sees this. The last option is “Private” – which is “For Your 
Eyes Only”. There is also an option for “Scheduled”. If you have a reason to hold back 
on publishing a video until a specific date (because it is an announcement that should 
not be seen prior to your scheduled date), then you would select this. It will be set as 
private until it reaches the “Scheduled” release date. 

11. Then you select the large Upload Button – this will allow you to search the places 
where you store files and find the video file you want to upload. 

12. This will take some time  – so settle in – Remember it is a very large file!! While 
waiting for the file to upload, I always choose this time to give some attention to a 
few of the tools that YouTube makes available here to optimize the “findability” of 
your video.  

13. YouTube SEO – for those of you who are not familiar with this terminology – Search 
Engine Optimization (SEO) is the term that speaks about how to make a web-based 
creation (video, social media post, website, etc.) more visible or the term which I like 



to use (even though the word does not exist in the English language) more 
“FINDABLE”.  When you want your ideal audience to find your creation when they are 
searching for certain terms on the internet, you will need to do some SEO work to be 
certain that your creation is available (FINDABLE) for the thousands (sometimes 
millions) of options they have on a search results page. 

14. On YouTube that means four things: 

a. The Title   

b. The Description 

c. The Tags 

d. The file name you have given to your video 

15. THE TITLE - It is important to take time to give your video a specific title that will 
answer the questions that a searcher might be using when you would want them to 
find your video – for instance I have named this video “How To Set-up a YouTube 
Channel”.  YouTube limits us to 100 characters in this description. My suggestion is to 
limit yourself to 70 characters or less. If your video title is longer than 70 characters it 
will be truncated and not as visible to your audience on YouTube. Your Video Title 
should include the relevant keyword phrases to give you higher rankings in both Google 
and YouTube search results. And it should be compelling enough to have people want 
to watch it. 

16. THE YOUTUBE VIDEO DESCRIPTION - is another important opportunity to let the search 
engine crawlers know what you video is about. The description should contain the Title 
(I always start by copying and pasting the Title into the first line of the video 
description and then details about what the video is about. YouTube allows up to 5,000 
characters in the video description. The most important part for optimizing this 
correctly, however, is the first 100 to 157 characters. These are the ones that will be 
displayed visibly when your video shows up in search results. The video description 
then is an opportunity to include other keyword phrases and search terms that are 
going to be relevant to the searcher and to your marketing as well. Make sure to 
include your name and other branding content about you. If you created a script for 
this video on a Word document, you can copy and paste that in here because it likely 
contains many of the keyword phrases we have been discussing.  As you describe it, 
think in terms of the phrases someone would be searching for that this video will 
answer. Then make sure those phrases are incorporated into your description. You can 
also add links, contact information, and most importantly – a call to action that tells 
the viewer what you want them to do because of what they have seen on your video. 

17. THE TAGS – these are those exact phrases we just spoke about. They can be created to 
fit the exact phrases you want your video to found for. 

18.THE FILE NAME – this is simply the Title of the video. So, the name I give to the file I 
have uploaded is the same as the Title which should be the #1 keyword phrase that 
you want associated with this video. The File Name of the Video of the same name as 
this post is: How-To-Set-Up-A-YouTube-Channel.mp4 

19.THE THUMBNAIL – YouTube will automatically make a few suggestions of thumbnails 
that will be the “face” of your video. These are rarely what you will want as the visual 



image that is the first thing your audience sees when presented with your video. This 
is a piece of artwork. For design purposes the size is 1280 X 720px. If you use a graphic 
design tool like CANVA.COM, the suggestion is to create your own by using an 
appropriate image that works with the topic of the video, then apply text on top of 
the image that gives the Title. This is one more attractive way to draw attention to 
the importance of watching your video. 

If you have followed these steps you have just successfully uploaded a video onto your new 
YouTube Channel. Congratulations! And now you have begun the creation of your own Media 
Empire! Video is the most powerful and sought-after form of communication on the internet 
today! So Welcome to the present and the future of marketing on the internet!  

Now you will want to make this video even more accessible by posting it on every social site 
and website you are associated with that allows for video content. Here are a few of those 
places: 

1. As a link in an email to answer the questions this video provides. An example is, if you 
created a video that addresses what you want first time home buyers to know when 
they start their search for a home, then you would share this link to those first-time 
home shoppers you have in your data-base. 

2. Place your video on your business website. Google search engine spiders love video 
content! Websites that host video on their site tend to rank higher because of that. 
Also, most website building platforms prefer a video shared with a link to YouTube 
rather than uploading the enormous original video file.  

3. Post your video on all social media channels where you have a presence and an 
audience. NOTE: When posting your video on Facebook, you are allowed to us the 
YouTube link that you just created – BUT (and this is a BIG But) it is much more 
effective to “Upload your original video file” on your Facebook business page. 
Facebook, like most businesses is proudest of and will give the highest quality search 
rankings to those Posts that “originate” on their channel. And Facebook has the same 
kinds of tools that YouTube has to make uploading it effective – Title, Description, 
Keyword tags, and a place to put up a Custom Thumbnail. 

4. And one of the newest and likely one very powerful place to include your video 
content is on your Google My Business account. If you have not yet set your business on 
Google My Business, then “What are you waiting for?” Here is a link to a video 
description where I show the “step-by-step” procedure for setting up your Google My 
Business account. 

Continue to create engaging, entertaining, and educational content with video and upload it 
to your  YouTube Channel every time. Soon you will have a Channel that is being viewed and 
will become worthy of folks subscribing to it. And your marketing will reach new heights of 
engagement and findability! 

Happy movie-making!!

https://www.canva.com
https://www.facebook.com/help/1738143323068602/?helpref=hc_fnav
https://business.google.com/locations?ppsrc=GMBLR&gmbsrc=us-en-et-gs-z-gmb-l-z-h~my%257Credirect%257Cu&utm_campaign=us-en-et-gs-z-gmb-l-z-h~my%257Credirect%257Cu&utm_medium=et&utm_source=gmb
https://youtu.be/8JwPrInioP4

